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SUMMARY

Spindle- or lemon-shaped viruses infect archaea in diverse environments. Due to the highly pleomorphic nature of these virions, which can be found with cylindrical tails emanating from the spindle-shaped body,
structural studies of these capsids have been challenging. We have determined the atomic structure of
the capsid of Sulfolobus monocaudavirus 1, a virus that infects hosts living in nearly boiling acid. A highly hydrophobic protein, likely integrated into the host membrane before the virions assemble, forms 7 strands that
slide past each other in both the tails and the spindle body. We observe the discrete steps that occur as the
tail tubes expand, and these are due to highly conserved quasiequivalent interactions with neighboring subunits maintained despite significant diameter changes. Our results show how helical assemblies can vary
their diameters, becoming nearly spherical to package a larger genome and suggest how all spindle-shaped
viruses have evolved from archaeal rod-like viruses.
INTRODUCTION
Capsids are a hallmark of viruses, which distinguishes them from
all other types of mobile genetic elements (Forterre et al., 2014;
Raoult and Forterre, 2008). Over billions of years, viruses have
‘‘invented’’ capsids on multiple independent occasions from
nonhomologous and structurally unrelated proteins (Krupovic
et al., 2019). Nevertheless, the majority of known viruses package their genomes into icosahedral or filamentous helical protein
capsids (also called nucleocapsids if surrounded by an additional layer, e.g., lipid membrane) (Krupovic and Koonin, 2017;
Sevvana et al., 2021). Viruses infecting archaea notoriously
deviate from this general paradigm by producing virions with
unique, odd-shaped morphologies, which are not observed
among bacterial or eukaryotic viruses (Dellas et al., 2014; Prangishvili et al., 2017). Such archaea-specific virion architectures
resemble droplets, champagne bottles, or spindles (Baquero
et al., 2020). Viruses with spindle-shaped (or lemon-shaped) virions are particularly common in diverse extreme and moderate
environments and infect a wide range of archaeal lineages from
the phyla Crenarchaeota, Euryarchaeota, and Thaumarchaeota
as well as Asgardarchaeota, a group of archaea widely considered to represent the closest archaeal relatives of eukaryotes

(Medvedeva et al., 2021). Because of the broad distribution in
Archaea, it has been suggested that spindle-shaped viruses
were associated with the last archaeal common ancestor and,
possibly, even the last universal cellular ancestor (LUCA) (Krupovic et al., 2020).
Based on virion characteristics and genomic relationships,
most spindle-shaped viruses fall into two groups (Krupovic
et al., 2014). One of the groups comprises smaller spindleshaped viruses classified into families Fuselloviridae (e.g., Sulfolobus spindle-shaped virus 1 [SSV1]), Halspiviridae (e.g., haloarchaeal virus His1), and Thaspiviridae (e.g., Nitrosopumilus
spindle-shaped virus 1 [NSV1]) as well as several unclassified viruses. These viruses encode homologous major capsid proteins
(MCP) containing two hydrophobic, potentially membrane-spanning domains and are extruded from the host cell through a
budding-like mechanism without causing cell lysis (Kim et al.,
2019; Quemin et al., 2016). Attempts to determine the structures
of SSV1 (Stedman et al., 2015) and His1 (Hong et al., 2015) by
cryo-EM did not yield atomic models and provided little insight
into virion organization. The second group includes members of
the family Bicaudaviridae, which have larger virions and genomes. A characteristic feature of this virus assemblage is the
presence of ‘‘tails’’ emanating from one or both pointed ends of
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Figure 1. Cryo-EM of bicaudavirus SMV1

B

symmetry 12

symmetry 1

C

D

the spindle. Notably, Acidianus two-tailed virus (ATV) and Sulfolobus monocaudavirus 1 (SMV1) have been reported to develop
tails extracellularly, with the only requirement for this transformation being the incubation at temperatures close to those of the
natural habitats (75 C–90 C) (Häring et al., 2005; Uldahl et al.,
2016). It has been suggested that virus-encoded MoxR-type
AAA+ ATPase and a von Willebrand domain A-containing cochaperone play an active role in this process by hydrolyzing ATP
stored within the virions (Scheele et al., 2011). However, the exact
mechanism underlying this virion morphogenesis outside of the
host cells has not been elucidated. Other bicaudaviruses,
namely, Acidianus tailed spindle virus (ATSV) and Sulfolobus
tengchongensis spindle-shaped viruses 1 and 2 (STSV1 and
STSV2, respectively) are released from the cells with tails extending from one of the virion poles and do not undergo further transformation (Erdmann et al., 2014; Hochstein et al., 2016; Xiang
et al., 2005). Remarkably, upon infection, STSV2 and SMV1 block
normal cell division, transforming the host cell into a giant virionproducing factory, which is up to 20 times larger compared with
noninfected cells (Liu et al., 2021). The soluble structural protein
repeatedly identified as the major component of bicaudavirus virions (Erdmann et al., 2014; Hochstein et al., 2016; Prangishvili
et al., 2006; Xiang et al., 2005) is unrelated to that of the smaller
spindle-shaped viruses from the first group, leading to the suggestion that the two groups of viruses are evolutionarily distinct
(Krupovic et al., 2014). The protein has been crystalized for ATV
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(A) Representative cryo-EM of the Sulfolobus monocaudavirus 1 (SMV1). A 29 Å periodicity can be
seen in both spindle-shaped bodies and tails. Scale
bar, 50 nm.
(B) Cryo-EM reconstructions of the SMV1 tails made
from 12 different diameters. The top view models of
the largest (symmetry 12) and smallest (symmetry 1)
diameters are shown.
(C) A surface of the 3.5 Å resolution reconstruction of
symmetry 7. The left-handed 7-start protofilaments
and 29 Å spacing between them are labeled.
(D) Ribbon model of a single MCP protein (left). The
map quality of the subunit is shown on the right. The
arrow points to the N-linked glycosylation associated with Asn53.

and ATSV and shows a four-helix bundle
fold (Goulet et al., 2010; Hochstein
et al., 2018).
Filamentous and spherical capsids (displaying helical and icosahedral symmetries, respectively) embody the simplest
virion designs dictated by the principle of
‘‘genetic economy’’ inherent to viral genomes, whereby relatively large capsids
are built from a small number of distinct
protein subunits interacting with each other
in a way that is identical throughout the
capsid (Crick and Watson, 1956). For
icosahedral viruses, Caspar and Klug proposed that interactions between the capsomers are quasiequivalent (rather than identical) and developed
the quasiequivalence theory that allows predicting the arrangement of capsomers in larger icosahedral capsids (Caspar and
Klug, 1962). How complex capsids, such as those of spindleshaped viruses, are organized and how they have evolved
remain unclear. Although two theoretical models have been
postulated for the geometric basis of the spindle shape in
archaeal viruses (Perotti et al., 2016, 2019), we show that they
bear no relation to the actual structure of these viruses. Similarly,
we can show that the crystal structures for the putative MCPs in
both ATV (Goulet et al., 2010) and ATSV (Hochstein et al., 2018)
were not of the MCPs but unrelated viral proteins. Since spindleshaped viruses appear to have evolved from archaeal rod-like viruses, our results explain why spindle-shaped viruses have thus
far only been observed to infect archaea.
RESULTS
Cryo-EM images of SMV1 (Figure 1A) show that the spindleshaped body of the virion is continuous with the tubular tails extending out from the body. As observed for ATSV (Hochstein
et al., 2018), the periodicity in the spindle body is the same as
that in the tails, strongly suggesting a seamless transition between the tails and the spindles. Although this periodicity was
described as 40 Å for ATSV (Hochstein et al., 2018), we found
a 29 Å periodicity in SMV1 (Figure 1A). The presence or absence
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Table 1. Helical symmetry and model statistics for SMV1 and ATV
ATV

SMV1
Symmetry ID

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

—

Helical symmetry
Point group

C7

C1

C1

C1

C1

C1

C1

C7

C1

C1

C1

C1

C1

Helical rise (Å)

5.15

0.72

0.70

0.68

0.67

0.66

0.64

4.38

0.61

0.60

0.59

0.58

1.08

Helical twist ( )

9.0

50.2

155.5

104.1

101.7

153.1

52.6

7.7

50.4

155.3

103.9

101.8

156.0

Model:Map FSC (Å, 0.5)

5.1

4.8

4.3

4.1

4.1

3.9

3.7

3.8

3.7

3.8

4.0

4.3

—

Map:Map FSC (Å, 0.143)

4.4

4.3

3.8

3.8

3.8

3.8

3.7

3.7

3.4

3.5

3.6

4.0

6.3

—

Map resolution (Å)

Refinement and model validation
Bond lengths RMSD (Å)

0.004

0.004

0.006

0.005

0.006

0.004

0.003

0.004

0.006

0.007

0.005

0.004

Bond angles RMSD ( )

0.658

0.640

0.770

0.841

0.671

0.699

0.635

0.703

0.681

0.735

0.651

0.658

—

Clashscore

12.4

9.9

12.0

9.3

10.0

8.4

9.0

10.9

9.2

11.0

8.7

7.4

—

Ramachandran favored (%)

96.7

95.7

94.6

95.7

94.6

95.7

93.4

95.0

93.4

94.6

94.6

95.7

—

Ramachandran outlier (%)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.2

0

0

0

0

—

RSCC

0.86

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.87

0.87

0.86

0.87

—

PDB (Model)

7RO2

7RO3

7RO4

7RO5

7RO6

7ROB

7ROC

7ROD

7ROE

7ROG

7ROH

7ROI

—

EMDB (Map)

24585

24586

24587

24588

24589

24590

24591

24592

24593

24594

24595

24597

24596

Deposition ID

of tails can be modulated by prolonged incubation at high temperatures (Häring et al., 2005; Uldahl et al., 2016). However, the
heat-treated SMV1 population remained very heterogeneous
with tails displaying variable lengths and diameters. We noticed
that increase in pH from 6 to 10 results in nearly uniform transformation of spindle-shaped virions into tubular structures and is
accompanied by the release of material present inside of the viral
particle (Figure S1A). Fractionation of the SMV1 particles on 5%–
20% sucrose gradient followed by analysis of the different
gradient fractions showed that the viral genome was released
in the form of amorphous aggregates along with proteins present
in the lumen of the viral particles, whereas tubular structures were
largely devoid of DNA (Figure S1B). Thus, given that the tubular
tails must have helical symmetry and understanding that the tails
would reveal the structure of the more complicated spindle body,
most of the structural studies in this paper were performed on the
capsids that were transformed into a tubular state (see STAR
Methods). Nevertheless, extensive analysis of millions of segments revealed a nearly continuous variation in the diameter of
the tail tubes. Progress was only made by starting from a dataset
containing six million particles extracted from 16,401 micrographs, allowing us to use multiple 2D classification cycles to
find nearly homogeneous subsets of constant diameter. This
classification approach showed that rather than being continuously variable, there were discrete changes in diameter. We
were then able to generate three-dimensional reconstructions
at a near-atomic level of resolution for 12 discrete diameters,
ranging from 270 to 335 Å (Figure 1B), each having a different helical symmetry but each with seven strands (Table 1; Figure S2A).
The a-helices in the map had a clear hand and showed unambiguously that the seven strands were left handed, as had been
determined at low resolution by cryoelectron tomography and
subtomogram averaging. The resolution of the best volume (Ta-

ble 1, symmetry 7, 3.5 Å, Figure 1C) would be more than
adequate to build a full-atomic model ab initio when given the
protein sequence.
To determine the identity of the MCP, SMV1 proteins were
separated by SDS-PAGE, and the major protein band of
14 kDa was subjected to trypsin digestion, followed by mass
spectrometry analysis (Figure S3). The dominant protein in the
band, gp11 (W0UU99), was the homolog of the MCPs previously
identified in all other bicaudaviruses (Erdmann et al., 2014;
Hochstein et al., 2016; Prangishvili et al., 2006; Xiang et al.,
2005). However, it was impossible to thread the sequence of
this putative MCP (gp11) through the density map, trying both
possible N-to-C orientations. The absence of density in the
map for a bulky side chain might be explained by disorder of
that residue, but no threading could account for the pattern of
bulky side chains seen in the map. Further, although the atomic
structures of the ATV (PDB ID: 3FAJ) and ATSV (PDB ID: 5EQW)
putative MCPs each displayed a compact four-helix bundle with
a short fifth helix projecting out, the SMV1 capsid protein was
clearly composed of two long helices connected by a short
turn. We therefore searched for other possible candidates. A
Ca trace of the density map suggested that the MCP is 90
amino acids long. Assuming that there might be disordered residues at either the N or C terminus that were not present in the
density map, we focused on SMV1 proteins containing between
90 and 150 residues. There were 17 such candidates (of 96 proteins), but none could be successfully threaded through the map.
We next performed the N-terminal sequencing of the proteins
in the major gel band. Two different five-residue N-terminal peptides were identified: one from a minor species, VEDYF, corresponding to the N terminus of gp11 (the putative MCP that did
not fit the map) and one from the major species, VTFGT, that
did not correspond to the N terminus from any of the 96 ORFs
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Figure 2. Cryo-EM of the Acidianus two-tailed virus (ATV)
(A) Representative cryo-EM of ATV. A 32 Å periodicity can be seen in both spindle-shaped bodies and tails, indicated by black arrows. Scale bar, 50 nm.
(B) Surface of the cryo-EM reconstruction of the ATV tails for one diameter, with the 7-start protofilaments labeled.
(C) The homology model of ATV fit into the cryo-EM map in side and top views.

in the SMV1 genome. A search of the ORFs found this pentapeptide uniquely in SMV1 gp03 (W0UUV5), a hypothetical 157-residue sequence annotated as a membrane protein. Removing 59
N-terminal residues would place the pentapeptide at the N terminus of a processed protein, and the resulting 98-residue protein
fit the density map perfectly (Figure 1D). The 98-residue protein
contains no useful tryptic digestion sites (one at the C terminus
would create a three-residue peptide), explaining why peptides
from this protein were never detected after tryptic digestion
and mass spectrometry. The processing is likely performed by
a cellular protease because SMV1 and other bicaudaviruses
do not encode identifiable proteases. Notably, however, gp03
does not contain a canonical signal sequence or recognizable
signal peptidase cleavage site (Figure S4A). The fit revealed
that additional density facing the outside of the capsid, near
the turn between the two helices, was most likely due to heavy
N-linked glycosylation of Asn53. Since the predicted MW for
the 98-residue MCP is 10.1kDa, we suggest that extensive
glycosylation of this single residue can explain why the protein
runs in a gel with an apparent MW of 14 kDa. The glycosylation
on the outside of the virion may play a role in protecting the
capsid against very aggressive conditions, as was shown for
extensively glycosylated pili of hyperthermophilic and acidophilic archaea (Wang et al., 2019, 2020). To further validate
this, we used trifluoromethanesulfonic acid (TFMS), which removes both N- and O-linked glycans from proteins (Sojar and
Bahl, 1987). Conditions were found under which a significant
shift to lower mass could be obtained for a silver-stained band
that ran at 13 kDa before acid treatment and at  11 kDa after
acid treatment. These two bands were excised from the gel and
were analyzed by mass spectrometry, which found that the gp03
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can only be detected in the lower band. Interestingly, the protein
gp11 was detected in both bands (Figures S3B–S3D). Thus, we
designate SMV1 gp03 as the actual MCP. Given the abundance
of gp11 in the virions of all known bicaudaviruses and lack of any
discerneable contribution to capsid formation, we hypothesize
that this protein functions as a nucleocapsid protein that compacts and, potentially, protects the viral DNA. Notably, in ATV,
gp42, one of the two ATV-encoded homologs of SMV1 gp11,
has been shown to act as a strong inhibitor of the host RNA polymerase (Sheppard et al., 2016), consistent with the possibility
that this soluble protein is injected into the cell upon viral genome
delivery.
Kinship among all spindle-shaped viruses
We have imaged ATV by cryo-EM (Figure 2A) and carried out a
similar analysis. As with SMV1, ATV is formed from 7-start helical
strands, and the subunit contains two a-helices linked by a short
turn. The repeat of the 7-start helices in ATV is 32 Å compared
with the 29 Å in SMV1. Although the resolution that we have obtained for ATV (6 Å) is much worse than that for SMV1, there is
no ambiguity in building a homology model for the ATV gp59
(YP_319890) based upon the SMV1 results, and this model fits
well into the reconstructed density (Figure 2C). The crystal structure for the putative MCP in ATV, gp62 (PDB id: 3FAJ) (Goulet
et al., 2010), cannot be fitted into the density and clearly is the
structure of a different protein. Thus, we designate gp59 as the
actual MCP of ATV.
Homologs of SMV1 gp03 and ATV gp59 are conserved in all bicaudaviruses, including STSV1 and STSV2 (Figure S4B). Based
upon the results for SMV1 and ATV, everything suggests that
the actual MCP of ATSV is ATSV_F163, rather than ATSV_D135,
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Figure 3. Spindle-shaped viruses evolved to carry larger genomes
(A) Single subunit structures of 7 MCPs. The structures of the APBV1 and SMV1 MCPs have been determined by high-resolution cryo-EM (PDB 5OXE and 7ROC).
The other 5 MCP structures are homology models based on the SMV1 structure (see STAR Methods).
(B) Comparison of hydrophobic interactions of APBV1 and SMV1.
(C) The estimated internal volumes of seven viruses plotted against genome size.

for which an X-ray crystal structure was determined (Hochstein
et al., 2018). The N-glycosylation sequon (NxS/T, where x is any
amino acid) located at the beginning of the second a-helix is
conserved in all homologs (Figure S4B), suggesting that glycosylation is important for virion assembly and/or stability. Features of
the bicaudavirus MCPs are remarkably similar to those of the
MCPs of group I spindle-shaped viruses, such as fusellovirus
SSV1, halspivirus His1, and thaspivirus NSV1 (Figure S4C).
Notably, the MCP of SSV1 is encoded as a preprotein that is proteolytically processed at the N terminus (Iverson et al., 2017; Quemin et al., 2015), as in the case of SMV1. Furthermore, MCPs of
fuselloviruses also contain the conserved N-glycosylation sites
at the position equivalent to that in bicaudaviruses, and SSV1
MCP has been indeed shown to be glycosylated (Quemin et al.,
2015). Finally, fuselloviruses, halspiviruses, and thaspiviruses
were all shown to exist in tubular form, either upon virion egress
or following genome ejection (Hong et al., 2015; Kim et al.,
2019; Quemin et al., 2016). In light of this evidence, combined
with the results of bipartite network analysis showing that bicaudaviruses and group I spindle-shaped viruses share several
signature genes (Iranzo et al., 2016), we suggest that all archaeal
spindle-shaped viruses have evolved from a common ancestor
and use similar principles of virion organization (Figure 3C).
However, details in both the protein subunits and the virion
morphology differ, as would be expected from evolutionary divergence. For instance, viruses STSV1 and STSV2 have only one,

relatively short tail and do not undergo morphological changes
outside of the cell (Erdmann et al., 2014; Xiang et al., 2005);
ATSV has a very long and narrow tail of uniform length (Hochstein
et al., 2018), whereas ATV and SMV1 analyzed in the present paper can ‘‘grow’’ tails from both pointed ends of the spindle (Häring
et al., 2005; Uldahl et al., 2016). Strikingly, this emerging virus
lineage might extend beyond spindle-shaped viruses to also
include rod-shaped viruses of the family Clavaviridae (Mochizuki
et al., 2010). In particular, a high-resolution experimentally determined structure exists for a rod-like clavavirus APBV1 virion
(Ptchelkine et al., 2017), which is constructed from highly
hydrophobic subunits with a helical-hairpin structure and an
N-glycosylation site at the same position as in SMV1 and other bicaudaviruses (Figure 3B). Although MCPs of APBV1 and SMV1
do not display significant sequence similarity, which is not unexpected due to high sequence divergence and sparse sampling of
archaeal viruses, the interactions between the MCP subunits in
the two groups of viruses are very similar, full of hydrophobic interactions (Figure 3B).
How the virions expand
The subunit model from ‘‘symmetry 7’’ of SMV1 (Figure 1D) fits
the other 11 volumes with no modifications or perturbations. In
addition, changes in the local packing of the subunit were almost
infinitesimally small in the diameter ranges from 270 to 335 Å
(Figure 4; Videos S1 and S2), showing how the diameter could
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symmetry 1
symmetry 12
Sb

Sa

Interactions along the 7-start

RMSD ~0.3 Å

Aligned by two subunits

C

B

Rise per subunit (Å)

S'a

Sa
Sb

Interactions between 7-start proto laments

RMSD ~0.4 Å

Diameter (Å)

Figure 4. The local contacts between capsid subunits are conserved as the diameter changes
(A) Interactions along the 7-start protofilament. One protofilament from the tube is highlighted on the left. Two subunits in one protofilament from symmetries 1
and 12 are aligned (center) and compared (right).
(B) Interactions between adjacent 7-start protofilaments. Two protofilaments are highlighted on the left. The contacts between three subunits, two on the bottom
strand (Sa and Sb) and one on the top (S’a), are compared in two views (center and right).
(C) The rise per subunit along a strand for 12 different symmetries is plotted versus the diameter of the tubes (orange spheres), showing a nearly linear relationship.
The blue dashed line shows the extrapolation to both smaller and larger diameters.

change significantly while at the same time preserving a highly
conserved local environment for each subunit. The RMSD between two adjacent subunits in the same strand comparing the
smallest and the largest diameters was only 0.3 Å (Figure 4A),
whereas the RMSD between subunits in adjacent strands was
only 0.4 Å (Figure 4B) when comparing the smallest and largest
diameters.
Helical symmetry can be defined as a rise per subunit, a rotation per subunit, and a possible Cn rotational symmetry. Two of
the 12 structures had a C7 rotational symmetry (Table 1, symmetries 1 and 8), so the rise per subunit in each strand is the same as
the helical rise. For the other symmetries in Figure 4C, we have
multiplied the helical rise by seven to yield the rise per subunit
within a strand. The determined diameters for these 12 points
fall into a small range, considering that the spindle bodies can
have a maximum diameter of 1,200 Å. Because the 29 Å periodicity remains constant in both spindle body and tail and this
comes from the repeat of the 7-start helices that have a fixed
203 Å pitch (7 3 29 Å) in both the tails and the spindle body,
the number of subunits per strand in one turn will be u, which
is 203 Å divided by the rise per subunit along a strand. We
have found for the 12 symmetries reconstructed that u is incremented by seven for each larger diameter (which is an increment
of one per 29 Å), explaining why the changes in diameter, D, are
discrete and not continuous. Let p be the path length along a
7-start strand per 203 Å turn, then:
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p2 = ðpDÞ2 + 2032 :
We have shown that the local packing does not change as the
diameter changes (Figure 4; Videos S1 and S2); hence, the
spacing between subunits along a strand, q, can be taken as a
constant as the diameter changes and p = uq. From the
observed tubes, q = 18.8 Å. Given this, the rise per subunit
and the diameter can be easily calculated for each successive
value of u. Therefore, we can extrapolate the results from the
tubes to the larger diameters that would be found in the spindles
(Figure 4C; Video S3).
How can the subunit structure explain the remarkable ability of
these strands to slide past each other in discrete steps? An analysis of the protein sequence (Figure 5A) shows that most of the
residues are quite hydrophobic. A plot of transmembrane probabilities for the sequence indicates a strong prediction for two
transmembrane helices (Figure 5B). This can be seen in terms of
the actual structure, where there is a hydrophobic region in the
center of the subunit that is 35 Å thick, with polar regions below
and above it (Figure 5C). Therefore, these capsid proteins would
not be soluble as monomers and must be integral to the host
membrane before the virions are formed. When packed into virions (Figure 5D), the hydrophobic regions are completely buried
and the polar regions are facing either the outside or the lumen.
Notably, the interface between neighboring 7-start strands is
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Figure 5. The SMV1 MCP has clustered lipophilicity

hydrophilic

C

(A) Amino acid composition of the SMV1 MCP.
(B) TMHMM prediction of transmembrane probabilities for the SMV1 MCP sequence.
(C) The spatial distribution of hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues in a single MCP.
(D) Different views of the SMV1 tubes colored by
lipophilicity.
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nants from cellular debris. In bacterial mating pili, the subunits also have a helicalhairpin structure (Costa et al., 2016; Zheng
et al., 2020), and these subunits exist as integral membrane proteins before polymerization and after depolymerization. A single
lipid molecule has been observed tightly
bound to each subunit in the three published structures. However, we found no
ordered lipid molecules in the SMV1 tube
reconstructions. We can exclude the possibility that disordered lipid molecules
(that we do not visualize) are present between the hydrophobic helices as the
space between these helices is too narrow
to accommodate a lipid. Since the tube
segments used for three-dimensional
reconstruction were carefully screened to
only include the most ordered and regular
ones, we are thus left with the possibility
that the lipids may be found in the many
dislocations or irregular regions in the virions, in particular, where additional subunits are added to helical turns as the
diameter becomes larger. Alternatively,
lipids could be associated with the specialized structures that are present at the
termini of SMV1 virions.
DISCUSSION

side view (surface)

We have shown how a highly hydrophobic
subunit can assemble into tubes with a variable diameter and how these tubes can
seamlessly expand and contract to form a
spindle-shaped body for a virion that maintains the same quasiequivalent contacts between subunits that are present in the
tubes. The hydrophobic effect is, by definition, nonspecific (Hillyer and Gibb, 2016; Newberry and Raines, 2019), and the hydrophobic surfaces of the helices (Figure 5) allow them to slide past
each other (Videos S4 and S5) while still maintaining the integrity
of the capsid and excluding very acidic solvent in the environment from the interior of the virion. Our expectation is that the
interior of the virions is close to the same near-neutral pH as
the cytoplasm of the host (Baker-Austin and Dopson, 2007)
and that is why the capsid must be impermeable to acidic solvent. Although the hydrophobic effect alone is nonspecific,

side view (lumen)

almost completely hydrophobic, with minimal interactions between the hydrophilic regions. This will allow these strands to slide
by each other while still excluding solvent (Videos S4 and S5).
Consistent with this, treatment of the virions with detergent,
such as N-lauryl sarcosine, leads to rupture of the virions (Figure S5A), much as such treatment would destabilize a membrane.
The extensive hydrophobicity of the capsid and likely insertion
of the protein subunits into the membrane prior to virion assembly motivated us to look for possible lipids associated with the
virions (Figure S5B). The distribution of lipids in the SMV1 virions
was not the same as that found in the host, suggesting that these
lipids were selectively incorporated rather than being contami-
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specificity in the intersubunit contacts is provided by the helixhelix contacts that exist between neighboring subunits which
dictate that discrete changes in diameter are required to maintain these quasiequivalent contacts (Videos S4 and S5). The
notion of quasiequivalence was first introduced by Caspar and
Klug to explain how icosahedral viruses could be assembled
from many copies of a single protein (Caspar and Klug, 1962).
If one only had 60 copies of such a capsid protein, a perfect icosahedron could be assembled so that every subunit was in an
equivalent environment. It was also known that it was impossible
to place more than 60 copies of a protein on the surface of a
sphere such that all would be in strictly equivalent environments.
However, a capsid built from only 60 protein subunits would be
quite small, and it had been observed that larger icosahedral viruses contained many more than 60 copies of the capsid protein.
The solution was found in the possibility of quasiequivalence
(Caspar and Klug, 1962), wherein multiples of 60 protein subunits
could be assembled into a spherical shell maintaining not identical but quasiequivalent contacts. This has now been amply
confirmed with high-resolution structures for many icosahedral
viruses (Damodaran et al., 2002; Johnson and Olson, 2021;
Johnson and Speir, 1997), although it has also been shown
that certain icosahedral viruses can violate quasiequivalence
(Rayment et al., 1982; Stehle et al., 1994). However, the extension of quasiequivalence theory to the radial expansion of helical
viruses has not been envisioned.
Here, we show that the quasiequivalence principle explaining
the ability of icosahedral viruses to expand the number of subunits needed to encapsulate larger genomes has a striking parallel in helical viruses. In APBV1 or other rod-like viruses, there
will be a stoichiometric ratio between the number of capsid proteins and the number of bases or base pairs encapsidated. As
pointed out by Caspar and Klug (Caspar and Klug, 1962), the
length of tobacco mosaic virus virions is simply determined by
the length of the single-stranded RNA genome, given the stoichiometric ratio of three bases per protein subunit. In filamentous bacteriophage, the packaging of DNA involves charged
residues in the lumen of the phage, and thus, modifications of
these residues can change the length of the virions, although
the length of the genome is unaltered (Hay and Lithgow, 2019).
Thus, there is a linear relation between the length of the virion
and the size of the genome, even though the actual stoichiometry
can be modified. In contrast, for spherical viruses, the number of
capsid subunits will be proportional to the surface area, which is
the radius squared, whereas the size of the genome encapsidated will scale as the radius cubed. Thus, the ratio of base pairs
per capsid subunit will scale as the radius, becoming more efficient in genome packaging the larger the capsid.
With hydrophobic subunits having the ability to slide past each
other, it is easy to imagine how a rod-like virus, such as APBV1,
could evolve into a spindle-shaped virus (Figure 3C) while still
maintaining all of the local interactions that hold the capsid
together. We suggest that the minimum energy conformation
of the spindle-shaped capsids is actually a tube, as evidenced
by the fact that when the genome is released, the SMV1 spindles
relax into tubes (Figure S1). The same spindle-to-tube transformation has been observed upon genome ejection for a group I
spindle-shaped virus His1 (Hong et al., 2015). It is therefore the
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pressure of the genome that expands the capsid that would normally be rod like into a spindle shape. Thus, the unusual spindle
morphology results from the radial expansion of a rod.
Archaeal and bacterial gas vesicles (Li and Cannon, 1998; Pfeifer et al., 2002; Strunk et al., 2011) have some remarkable similarity in morphology to spindle-shaped viruses. The gas vesicles are
made of a single major structural protein of 8 kDa and have a hydrophobic interior surface. However, whereas the capsid proteins contain two hydrophobic a-helices, those of gas vesicles
from both bacteria and archaea have a a-b-b-a structure (Knitsch
et al., 2017; Strunk et al., 2011), and the b-strands are predicted
to mediate subunit-subunit interactions. Finally, unlike the capsid
proteins that are predicted to contain two transmembrane domains, the proteins of gas vesicles are predicted to have none.
Thus, we conclude that the superficial similarity between spindle-shaped viruses and gas vesicles is a result of convergent evolution. However, given the hydrophobic nature of both structures,
we predict that changes in diameter described for both are mediated by these hydrophobic interactions.
There has been great interest in understanding the role of BAR
domain proteins (Frost et al., 2008), ESCRT-III (Endosomal Sorting Complexes Required for Transport) (Pfitzner et al., 2021) and
dynamin family proteins (Antonny et al., 2016) in membrane remodeling. All of these proteins form helical tubes of variable diameters that have been shown to constrict as part of their role
in processes such as membrane fission and vesiculation. Structural studies of these assemblies have been extremely difficult
due to the variability of tube diameters, and we still do not
have any models at an atomic level of detail for the elementary
steps in constriction. Similarly, keratin filaments, assembled
from a-helical coiled-coils, have also been revealed to form variable diameter tubes in situ (Weber et al., 2021). Although we do
not suggest any homology between these proteins and the
SMV1/ATV capsid proteins, we suggest that the general principle underlying the sliding of the strands of SMV1 proteins past
each other while maintaining the structural integrity of the capsid
might extend to other filamentous assemblies with variable diameters. The great advances in cryo-EM that have allowed us
to determine in atomic detail the structure of SMV1 capsid will
likely allow a similar level of understanding for other assemblies
in the near future.
Limitations of the study
We have determined a high-resolution structure for only a single
spindle-shaped virus, SMV1, and determined a lower resolution
structure for a second spindle-shaped virus, ATV. These results
have been combined with an existing high-resolution structure
for the clavavirus APBV1 (Ptchelkine et al., 2017) and homology
models of the major capsid proteins from other spindle-shaped
viruses to show the likely common ancestry and suggest how
the spindle-shaped viruses have evolved from rod-like viruses
such as APBV1. Future high-resolution studies of other rod-like
and spindle-shaped viruses will greatly extend our understanding of this evolution. Just as knowing the morphology and
genetics of apes and humans suggests common ancestry,
determining the intermediates that existed in this evolutionary
process gives one a much more profound understanding of biological history.
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Materials avalability
d This study did not generate any new unique reagents.
Data and code availability
d The SMV1 maps were deposited in the Electron Microscopy Data Bank (EMDB) with entry codes EMD-24585, EMD-24586,
EMD-24587, EMD-24588, EMD-24589, EMD-24590, EMD-24591, EMD-24592, EMD-24593, EMD-24594, EMD-24595, and
EMD-24597 and the respective atomic models were deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) with entry codes 7RO2,
7RO3, 7RO4, 7RO5, 7RO6, 7ROB, 7ROC, 7ROD, 7ROE, 7ROG, 7ROH and 7ROI. The ATV map was deposited in the EMDB
with entry code EMD-24596.
d This paper does not report original code.
d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Archaeal strains and growth conditions
Sulfolobus monocaudavirus 1, SMV1, was propagated in Sulfolobus islandicus CRISPR deletion mutant delta C1C2 (Gudbergsdottir
et al., 2011). The host cell culture was grown in Sulfolobus medium supplemented with 0.2% tryptone, 0.1% yeast extract, 0.2% sucrose and 0.002% uracil (Zillig et al., 1993). The culture was started from 80 C stock. The cells were grown in 50 ml of medium at
76 C with shaking. After 24 h of incubation, the cell culture was diluted 20 times in pre-warmed (76 C) medium and the growth was
continued until it reached an OD600 of 0.2. Then the cells were infected with SMV1 stock and incubation continued at 76 C with
agitation for 24h. 24 h post infection the cells were removed by centrifugation in Sorval 3000 rotor, 7000 rpm, 20 min, 15 C, viruscontaining supernatant was collected and virions precipitated with PEG600 (10.5% w/v) and NaCl (5.8% (w/v) for 2h at room
temperature. The PEG-precipitate was then pelleted in a Sorval 3000 rotor, 9000 rpm, 30 min, 15 C and the resulting pellet was
re-suspended in one tenth of the original volume in 20 mM Tris-acetate (pH6) buffer.
METHOD DETAILS
Virus production and treatments
To purify the virus, solid CsCl was added to the virus suspension to a final concentration of 45% (w/v). The samples were run in a
Beckman SW41 rotor, 38,000 rpm, at least 16 h, 15 C. After the run, the opalescent band corresponding to SMV1 virions was
collected. The purified SMV1 was stored in CsCl at 4 C until used.
For SMV1 virion dissociation, CsCl-purified virions were diluted 50 times in 20 mM Tris-acetate (pH6) buffer and pelleted down by
centrifugation in a Beckman 45Ti rotor, 35,000 rpm, 2 h, 15 C. The resultant pellet was re-suspended in 20mM Tris-acetate (pH6)
buffer and used for dissociation. The SMV1 virions were dissociated by addition of 0.1% (v/v) NaOH and incubation at 37 C for 1
h. Then non-treated (control) and NaOH-treated virions were loaded on top of the linear 5-20 % sucrose gradients and run in a Beckman SW41 rotor, 24,000 rpm, 20 min, 15 C. After the run, 12 fractions from the top of each tube were collected and analyzed in
4-12% Bis-Tris acrylamide gels. After the run the gels were stained for DNA with ethidium bromide and for proteins with InstantBlue.
The contents of the collected fractions were also visualized by negative staining TEM. For that, 10 ml of the fraction of interest was
adsorbed onto copper grids with carbon-coated Formvar films and negatively stained with 2.0% (w/v) uranyl acetate for 20 s. The
samples were observed under a FEI Tecnai BioTwin 120 microscope operated at 120 kV.
Cryo-electron microscopy and image processing
The SMV1 sample was applied to glow-discharged lacey carbon grids and vitrified using a Vitrobot Mark IV (Thermo Fisher). Grids
were imaged at on a Titan Krios (300 keV, Thermo Fisher) with a K3 camera (Gatan). 16,401 micrographs were collected under
electron counting mode at 1.1 Å per pixel, using a defocus range of 1–2 mm with 50 electrons/Å2 distributed into 40 fractions.
Motion correction and CTF estimation were done in cryoSPARC (Punjani et al., 2017; Rohou and Grigorieff, 2015; Zheng et al.,
2017). A total of seven million particles were auto-picked by ‘‘Filament Tracer’’ with a shift of 13 pixel, and non-virion bad particles
were removed by 2D classification. About six million SMV1 particles remained having a range of diameters. From this six million
particle dataset, 12 relatively homogeneous subsets were sorted out by iterative 2D classifications. The possible helical symmetries
were calculated from an averaged power spectrum for each subset, generated from the raw particles. For each subset, the actual
helical symmetry was determined in cryoSPARC by trial and error, until the hand of a-helices and amino acid side chains were seen
(Egelman, 2000; Punjani et al., 2020). The resolution of each reconstruction was estimated by both Map:Map FSC and Model:Map
FSC. The final volumes were then sharpened with a negative B-factor automatically estimated in cryoSPARC, and the statistics are
listed in Table 1.
For ATV the same approach was used, with 2.8M particle images collected using a shift of 9 pixels between adjacent boxes.
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Model building of SMV1 MCP
The density corresponding to a single SMV1 MCP was segmented from the experimental cryo-EM density using Chimera (Pettersen
et al., 2004). Possible MCP sequences were threaded through the density using DeepTracer (Pfab et al., 2021). Only one sequence,
W0UUV5, also detected by N-terminal sequencing, could be threaded through the map, matching the bulky side chain densities and
the glycosylation site. This model was adjusted manually in Coot (Emsley and Cowtan, 2004) and real-space refined in PHENIX (Afonine et al., 2018). Using the determined helical symmetry, a filament model was generated in Chimera and refined against the full
cryo-EM map using PHENIX real-space refinement. MolProbity was used to evaluate the quality of the filament model (Williams
et al., 2018). The refinement statistics are shown in Table 1.
Cryo-electron tomography
For cryo-electron tomography, CsCl-purified virions were pelleted by ultracentifugation (Beckman Type 50.2 Ti rotor, 32000 rpm, 2h,
15  C), resuspended in water and incubated at 90  C for one week. Heat-treated SMV1 particles were mixed with CsCl-purified rudivirus SIRV2 as a control, since the helical hand had been determined previously (DiMaio et al., 2015). Data were collected on a Titan
Krios microscope (TFS) operating at 300kV in EFTEM mode using a bioquatum/K3 (Gatan) energy filter and camera with a 20 eV slit.
Tilt series were recorded at a magnification of 26kx corresponding to 3.4 Å/pixel. A tilt range of +/-60 was set with a 3 tilt increment
and a total dose of 120 e-/Å2 with a dose symmetric tilting scheme using the TFS tomography software with defocus values between
-4 and -6 micronmm defocus.
A total of 935 segments were manually picked along the long tails of SMV1 from 83 binned tomograms by ‘‘tomopick’’ in the tomography package i3 (Winkler, 2007). Sub-tomograms of SMV1 were first extracted from the 83 binned tomograms, and then
aligned in the i3 software package. After initial alignment, sub-tomograms were extracted from unbinned tomograms for further
refinement. Multivariate statistical analysis (MSA) implemented in the I3 package was then used for 3D classification and sub-tomogram averaging. As a control, a total of 200 segments were manually picked from the tubes of SMV2 from the same 83 binned tomograms. The similar procedure was used to generate a 3D averaged structure of the SIRV2 tube without applying any helical symmetry.
The averaged structure of SMV1 is a left-handed helix with 29 Å periodicity, while the averaged structure of SIRV2 is a right-handed
helix with 43 Å periodicity.
Homology modeling of ATV, SSV1, His1, and ATSV MCP
The MCP homologs in bicaudaviruses were identified by PSI-BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) searches (E-value cutoff of 0.05) queried
with the sequence of SMV1 MCP (YP_009008070) against the NCBI protein database restricted to members of the family Bicaudaviridae (taxid:423358). The sequences were aligned using PROMALS3D (Pei and Grishin, 2014). MCPs of SSV1 and His1 were determined experimentally (Pietilä et al., 2013; Quemin et al., 2015). The MCP structures of ATV, SSV1, His1 and ATSV were first predicted
by AlphaFold2 (Jumper et al., 2021). Then the predicted structures were flexibly aligned to SMV1 by FATCAT (Li et al., 2020). For ATV,
the predicted MCP structure was then docked into the 6 Å resolution cryo-EM map and real-space refined in PHENIX (Afonine et al.,
2018) with helical symmetry imposed.
N-terminal sequencing of SMV1 by Edman Degradation
The analysis was performed on an ABI Procise 494 sequencer. The sample was placed on a PVDF membrane for the Edman degradation with a cyclic procedure where residues were cleaved off one at a time and identified by chromatography. There were three
steps in each cycle. In step 1 the PITC reagent was coupled to the N-terminal amino group under alkaline conditions. In step 2
the N-terminal residue was cleaved in acidic media. In step 3, the PITC-coupled residue was transferred to a flask, converted to a
PTH-residue and identified by HPLC chromatography. The cycle was then started again for the identification of the next N-terminal
residue.
SMV1 deglycosylation reaction and tandem mass spectrometry
Briefly, 50 ml of concentrated SMV1 were lyophilized. Then, 150 ml of TFMS was added to the tube and the mixture was incubated at
4  C for 24 h. Following this, 150 ml of 60% pyridine solution, cooled to 15  C with a methanol dry ice bath, was added to the reaction tube, neutralizing the TFMS acid. Using a Slide-A-Lyzer dialysis cassette with a 2,000 Da protein molecular weight cut-off
(Thermo Fisher Scientific), the reaction solutions were removed from the sample with overnight dialysis at 4  C into Tris/HCl
(pH 8) buffer. After dialysis, small amounts of aggregates—presumably deglycosylated SMV1—were observed in the cassette.
Centrifugation for 15 min at 4  C and 20,000 x g was used to pellet the aggregates. The pellet was resuspended with 50 ml of Tris
buffer (pH 8). SDS-PAGE was then performed at a constant voltage of 120 V using 16.5% precast polyacrylamide Mini-PROTEAN
Tris-Tricine precast gels (Bio-Rad) and Tris/Tricine/SDS running buffer (Bio-Rad). For each sample, 15 ml of boiled sample in SDS
was added to separate wells in the gel, and 5 ml of Precision Plus Protein Dual Xtra protein standard (Bio-Rad) was used as a marker.
Silver staining was performed using a Pierce Silver Stain for Mass Spectrometry kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The detected gel bands
were then excised, and mass spectrometry (Alphalyse) was performed to analyze the composition of each band. The protein samples
were reduced and alkylated with iodoacetamide, and subsequently digested with chymotrypsin. The resulting peptides were
concentrated by Speed Vac lyophilization. The peptides were dissolved in 0.1% formic acid and injected on a Dionex Ultimate
3000 nano-LC system (Thermo Scientific) coupled to a Bruker Maxis Impact QTOF mass spectrometer for MS/MS analysis. Each
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sample underwent a 30-minute-long gradient run on the instruments. As an external control of the instrument, tryptic BSA was analysed together with the samples. The results were run against the Sulfolobus monocaudavirus SMV1 proteins from the UniProt.
Analysis of SMV1 and host cell lipids
For lipid analyses, CsCl-purified virions were pelleted by ultracentifugation (Beckman Type 50.2 Ti rotor, 35000 rpm, 2h, 15  C), resuspended in 20 mM Tris-acetate (pH6) and run on 5-20 % (wt/vol) sucrose gradient (Beckman SW32 Ti rotor, 24000 rpm, 30 min, 15

C). The opalescent virus-containing band was collected, pelleted as above and resuspended in 20 mM Tris-acetate (pH6). The
cellular and viral lipids were analyzed by UHPLC-MSD at NIOZ using an Agilent 1290 Infinity II ultra-high performance LC coupled
to a 6230 Agilent MSD in selected ion mode as described (Besseling et al., 2020).
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Supplemental figures

Figure S1. The pH shift to induce SMV1 to form long tails, related to Figure 1
(A) Cryo-EM of SMV1 before and after the NaOH (pH = 10) treatment. Scale bars, 50 nm. The arrow indicates a tube containing a viral genome, while all of the other
tubes in this image are empty.
(B) SDS-PAGE and negative staining analysis of different fractions from the 5%–20% sucrose gradient which were loaded with non-treated virus (left) and
NaOH-treated virus (right). The non-treated virus migrated to the bottom of the gradient, where most of the protein and DNA were found (fractions 8–12), whereas
following NaOH treatment, the viral DNA was found in fraction 1 in the form of amorphous aggregates, and the virion tubes were enriched in fraction 3.
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(legend on next page)
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Figure S2. Cryo-EM volumes and helical symmetries for all 12 reconstructions of SMV1, related to Figure 1 and Table 1
(A) The symmetry ID, helical rise, helical twist, and point group symmetry are labeled.
(B) The ‘‘gold-standard’’ half map FSCs were calculated in cryoSPARC using a 0.143 criterion.
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Figure S3. TFMS deglycosylation analysis of SMV1, related to Figure 1
(A) SDS-PAGE with Coomassie blue staining of SMV1. The MW marker lane M is labeled on the left. A single band at 13–14 kDa is observed for SMV1.
(B) SMV1 samples on silver-stained SDS-PAGE before and after deglycosylation using TFMS. M indicates the molecular weight markers lane.
(C) The band indicated by blue arrowhead in (B) was cut and used for tandem mass spectrometry analysis. Protein W0UU99 was detected.
(D) The band indicated by red arrowhead in (B) was cut and used for tandem mass spectrometry analysis. Both W0UU99 and the correct capsid protein, W0UUv5,
were detected.
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Figure S4. Sequence analysis and alignments, related to Figure 3
(A) SignalP (Almagro Armenteros et al., 2019) analysis did not reveal any signal peptides or signal peptidase cleavage sites in the cleaved N terminus.
(B) The N-terminal regions which are processed in the mature proteins are not shown. The start site experimentally determined for SMV1 is indicated with an
arrowhead. The secondary structure determined for the SMV1 protein is shown above the alignment, with the red ribbon representing a-helices. The
N-glycosylation seqon is boxed, with the target Asn residue indicated with an asterisk. Each sequence is identified with the corresponding GenBank accession
number followed by the virus name.
(C) The predictions of transmembrane helices within the MCPs of seven viruses were made using the TMHMM server v2.0.
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Figure S5. Sensitivity to detergent and presence of lipids in SMV1 virions, related to Figure 5
(A) Transmission electron micrographs of negatively stained SMV1 virions treated with 0.1% N-lauryl sarcosine. Bars, 200 nm.
(B) Distribution of the lipid species identified in SMV1 host, Saccharolobus islandicus, and SMV1 virions. GDGT, glycerol dibiphytanyl glycerol tetraether lipids;
GTGT, glycerol tribiphytanyl glycerol tetraether lipids. Numbers following GDGT or GTGT represent the number of cyclopentane rings present in the lipid species.

